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Context-based Cooperation in Mobile Business 
Environments – Managing the Distributed Execution 
of Mobile Processes
Current mobile business tasks are, in most cases, restricted by the resources of their 
respective mobile execution environments and thus still relatively simple. However, even 
more complex and structured business applications could be realized in more flexible 
ways by delegating (sub-) tasks to other systems. For this purpose, the concept of mobile 
processes enables a context-based cooperation of mobile and stationary devices, users 
and services. It allows running process instances to migrate in local vicinities and, thereby, 
increases the execution probability of complex tasks significantly. A self-organized and 
context-aware distribution strategy enables economic and efficient execution of even ad 
hoc tasks. Finally, reliable business applications are realized by additional mechanisms 
from the areas of process management, transaction handling and secure messaging.

DOI 10.1007/s12599-009-0060-5

1 Motivation

In the modern services society, mobility 
has become one of the main driving fac-
tors. Supported by the decentralization 
trends in information and communication 
technology, a great diversity of portable 
and networked devices has evolved. The 
use of these devices has increased continu-
ously and has lead to a rather ubiquitous 
availability of information and services for 
mobile users (cp. also Fleisch and Dierkes 
2003, pp. 611–620). Despite that, even 
contemporary mobile applications are still 
restricted to the capabilities of the execut-
ing device. For instance, mobile devices 
equipped with communication technolo-
gies such as Bluetooth or Infrared are nor-
mally unable to access the Internet or to 
integrate Web Services. On the other hand, 
many local services cannot be accessed by 
stationary devices due to their immobility. 
In consequence, the complexity of current 
application tasks is often limited to the 
initiating device’s capabilities and its 
direct local environment. Resources which 
are accessible from other devices only via 
mobile networks therefore usually remain 
unusable for the dynamic adjustment of 
mobile applications.

However, there is a wide range of appli-
cations which would benefit from a more 
adaptable, self-organized infrastructure 
which is also able to support more com-
plex and even spontaneous tasks arising in 

mobile environments and involving sev-
eral mobile and stationary devices. Some 
interesting application areas for such tasks 
are briefly outlined in the following dis-
tributed collaboration scenarios:
j�Collaborative transport chain control
���In current transport logistics scenar-

ios, freight traffic is often monitored by 
wireless sensor technology (e. g. RFID), 
which is mostly passive and statically 
bound to the transport container. 
Thus, sensitive goods can be tracked 
from remote and can be controlled 
temporarily whenever special-pur-
pose devices are available, e. g. at the 
shipping area or the container termi-
nal. A logical next step in the evolution 
of such systems is to allow a self-act-
ing behavior and to adapt this behav-
ior to the individual characteristics of 
the goods (for example to measure the 
temperature in a freezer container and 
to send alarms in case of irregularities). 
To avoid the need for buying new hard-
ware for any such purposes, the col-
laboration of already existing devices 
and resources in the mobile vicinity 
is an attractive alternative. Neverthe-
less, a typical transport chain gener-
ally involves several locations and the 
occurrence of events usually cannot be 
foreseen. An appropriate software sys-
tem therefore should detect the poten-
tial of its vicinity to be able to adapt to 
its local conditions dynamically.
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j�Health care management
���Another use case can be found as part 

of disease management programs. In 
such an environment, more and more 
patients carry mobile devices, includ-
ing equipments for medical obser-
vation, instruments to remind them 
of taking medication as well as tradi-
tional cell phones, e. g. to request emer-
gency aid. Both local doctors as well as 
hospitals collect and process patients’ 
medical records electronically and 
exchange data in a standardized man-
ner. However, in order to enable indi-
vidual applications for each patient 
across multiple of these systems, more 
sophisticated forms of collaboration 
between formerly individual systems 
are required. This could enable, e. g., 
applications to monitor the patient’s 
health, call the most appropriate med-

ical doctor if necessary, and integrate 
medical service administration, e. g. 
accounting and/or insurance func-
tions, automatically.

j�Decentralized mobile workflow process-
ing

���A third scenario could be imagined in 
the area of business service manage-
ment where new structured tasks (e. g. 
orders of costumers) appear sponta-
neously and have to be processed by a 
mobile work team. In such a scenario, 
mobile workers are equipped with 
mobile devices, such as personal dig-
ital assistants or mobile phones which 
usually have only restricted access to 
customers’ computing systems. With-
out a central infrastructure, a support-
ing workflow system has to organize 
the execution of the task autonomously 
and is itself responsible for allocating 

all required human resources and auto-
mated services in order to execute the 
task in a distributed way.

In summary, the execution of tasks consist-
ing of several sub-steps could be enabled 
or enhanced by cooperation between 
different devices with complementary 
capabilities. In this contribution, the 
technical representation of an executable 
structured application task is called a pro-
cess. Such a process involves, in general, 
services according to a Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) (cp. Papazoglou 2003, 
pp. 3–12) as well as manual or interactive 
human (sub-) tasks which are specified 
in an operational and executable way. 
Nevertheless, the operational description 
of tasks can be used to (totally or partially) 
implement business processes if these can 
be mapped to concrete functionalities 
provided by the service network.

In order to propose technical support for 
such cooperative application task scenar-
ios, this contribution proceeds as follows: 
It first summarizes our previous research 
in the corresponding area – mainly based 
on a deductive methodology. Initially, the 
basic idea of context-based cooperation 
and its corresponding hypothesis of an 
increasing execution probability are pre-
sented. Respective requirements for a sup-
porting middleware infrastructure and 
related approaches in the area of business 
process management and mobile comput-
ing are analyzed in the following section. 
Concluding part one, an adequate concept 
for the technical realization of mobile pro-
cesses is elaborated. The second part of 
this contribution analyzes the applicabil-
ity of the developed concepts in the area 
of practical business applications. Accord-
ingly, relevant challenges are identified 
and classified into issues concerning pro-
cess management, transaction process-
ing, and security. Based on the approach 
developed so far, exemplary concepts and 
solutions for these three main challenges 
are pointed out. Finally, it is shown how 
the resulting overall concept of mobile 
processes can be implemented and tested 
against the specified hypothesis, using 
both experimental prototype evaluations 
as well as a scenario-based approach.

2 Concept of context-based 
cooperation

As presented above, the execution of 
mobile applications is often limited by 

Fig. 1 Context-based cooperation for mobile processes

Fig. 2 Probability tree of successful mobile process execution (Kunze et al. 2008, p. 61)
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the capabilities of the respective executing 
device. Compared with stationary devices, 
such limitations are intrinsic characteris-
tics of mobile computing systems, because 
they directly result from the mobility of 
users, devices, and applications (Satyana-
rayanan 1996, pp. 1–7). This means that 
even despite of the ongoing evolution of 
mobile systems they have relatively light 
computing power, memory resources, 
and no reliable energy supply – leading to 
the fact that they can often execute only a 
subset of complex application tasks. Also 
the continuous increase of capabilities and 
connectivity leads to novel, more special-
ized, and even smaller devices with new 
requirements and challenges (cp. Adelstein 
et al. 2005, pp. 191–199 and 203–208). As 
often not all required resources or services 
can be accessed locally, many types of 
structured applications and tasks span-
ning several devices cannot be executed or 
are likely to fail due to limited resources of 
the initiating device. In order to also make 
use of other services and resources in the 
mobile environment, a possible solution 
is to forward the upcoming task to other 
participants. Therefore, the task should 
preferably be specified in a structured and 
operational, but technology-independent 
way. Furthermore, the application-inde-
pendent acquisition of context informa-
tion (e. g. reachable devices and their 
resources) is an important prerequisite to 
realize the assignment of such spontane-
ously arising tasks.

These basic observations lead to the 
concept of mobile processes as a represen-
tation of such structured abstract appli-
cation tasks − including the use of con-
text knowledge to execute service com-
positions by integrating the capabilities 
of different mobile nodes of a local envi-
ronment. As these processes enable coop-
eration among all participating (mobile 
and other) systems, applications imple-
mented as mobile processes are able to 
realize a form of context-based coopera-
tion. A mobile process can be defined as 
a goal-oriented composition of arbitrary 
services and manual tasks which may 
span several heterogeneous mobile and 
stationary devices, users, and services. In 
order to (potentially) use all the capabil-
ities and resources provided in its envi-
ronment, the process can migrate to other 
devices, for instance to share the function-
ality provided by these nodes. Three dif-
ferent scenarios can be distinguished here: 
First, a task can be executed locally by an 
application running on the same (mobile) 
device. Second, if such local application is 
unavailable, the device can search for ade-
quate services on other devices in its local 
environment to execute the task remotely. 
Third, in case the direct vicinity does not 
provide the required resources, the task’s 
description can be transferred to a remote 
device in order to enable the execution in 
a different context.

Fig. 1 shows a mobile process migrating 
between three devices depending on the 

discovered context. As long as the process 
engine of a device is able to bind local or 
remote services to the current activities, 
it is responsible for the mobile process. 
In cases of failures or lack of suitable ser-
vice instances the engine has to find other 
devices to transfer the remaining process 
and its execution to one of them. In order 
to ensure the initiator’s goals even on for-
eign devices, additional non-functional 
requirements can optionally restrict par-
ticipating services, users, and devices to 
specified quality characteristics. Further-
more, the mobile process does not neces-
sarily have to return to its initiator since, 
e. g., the initiator may only be interested 
in the effects of the execution as depicted 
exemplary in Fig. 1.

Mobile processes and the procedure 
of process migration open up new exe-
cution contexts including other and, 
maybe, more suitable devices as deter-
mined by the heterogeneity of the vicin-
ity. Fig. 2 depicts this procedure using p to 
denote the probability of a single device 
being capable of executing the current task 
(locally or remotely), q denoting the prob-
ability of process migration and n repre-
senting the number of hops caused by the 
migration.

The successful execution probability 
for a migrating process can be calculated 
as a converging geometric series of the 
likelihood of successful sub-task execu-
tion anywhere in the mobile vicinity (cp. 
Fig. 2). Some exemplary values are pre-
sented in Fig. 3, showing the probabili-
ties of successful process execution with 
exemplary migration probabilities of q 
= 0 %, q = 20 % q = 60 % and q = 88 %, 
while p is assumed to be constantly equal 
to 40 %. As to see, the estimated probabil-
ity of a successful execution increases con-
siderably already after a few hops, espe-
cially if there is a high heterogeneity and 
thus a high migration probability.

In summary, the probability of success-
ful process execution − involving arbi-
trary tasks and heterogeneous devices − is 
influenced by the migration which is itself 
dependent on the potential to detect and 
integrate heterogeneous context dynami-
cally. However, such different context can-
not be determined in advance. The con-
text model and management system of a 
supporting middleware infrastructure 
therefore have to be generic and appli-
cation-independent, even at runtime − a 
system software characteristic which is 
hardly supported by traditional context-

Fig. 3 Execution probability of process migration variants (p = 40 %)
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aware middleware systems. Furthermore, 
the process itself and its execution envi-
ronment must support the migration of 
running process instances to other sys-
tems. The following section presents basic 
requirements for such a generic context-
aware middleware approach for mobile 
processes and compares them with other 
existing and related approaches.

3 Requirements analysis and 
review of related approaches

In order to describe processes in ways which 
allow execution strategies as described 
above, mobile process representations have 
rather similar requirements as traditional 
(business) processes. These are among 
others the need for the ability to express 
the business logic with its data and control 
flow, the participating parties (as roles or 
individuals), and routines to recover from 
failures. However, there are also some 
additional requirements based on the 
characteristics of mobile environments 
and their distributed execution strategy. 
For example, mobile process descriptions 
must be lean and simple to save memory, 
computing power, and energy resources. 
They also have to include mechanisms to 
handle communication failures and for 
the distribution of the process itself. This 
means in particular that the state of the 
process and the initiator’s non-functional 
requirements for the execution of the 
process must be expressible. Due to the 
dynamism, the processes also need a late 
binding mechanism to assign not only 
service instances but also service technol-
ogy at runtime. Therefore, the process 
description must support an abstract 
notation of the desired services (Kunze et 
al. 2006, p. 4).

In order to find an adequate basis to 
describe the highly dynamic processes 
which may run on mobile distributed 
computing systems, a number of existing 
process description languages can be con-
sidered. The Business Process Execution 
Language for Web Services (WS-BPEL) 
(Barreto et al. 2007), the Web Service Cho-
reography Interface (WSCI) (Arkin et al. 
2002), ebXML’s Business Process Specifica-
tion Schema (ebBPSS) (Riemer 2001), the 
XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) 
(WfMC 2005), and the Java Process Defi-
nition Language (JPDL) (JBoss 2005) have 
been evaluated with respect to a catalogue 
of 19 identified requirements (cp. Tab. 1). 

Most importantly, the catalogue covers 
the mentioned requirements for distri-
bution, dynamism, flexibility, error han-
dling, and technology-independence. Sev-
eral of the presented languages allow late 
binding of process participants or inte-
grate concepts to choose participants by 
their respective quality. However, none of 
them supports the transfer of running pro-
cess instances or allows for a completely 
distributed administration and execution 
of (mobile) processes. Additionally, con-
cepts for handling connection resets and 
for saving resources (e. g. memory, com-
puting power) have not been considered 
yet, since these process description lan-
guages have been developed mainly for 
reliable centralized workflow engines. As 
the most critical point, except for XPDL 
all of the mentioned description languages 
focus on a special technology or descrip-
tion format, e. g. WS-BPEL is restricted 
to compose Web Services and JPDL was 
developed to support Java applications. 
Because technological capabilities of the 
executing device cannot be determined in 
advance, mobile processes need an even 
higher abstraction level. Therefore, the 
most appropriate language to describe 
mobile processes turned out to be the 

meta-description-language XPDL. As 
this language is originally intended to be 
an abstract interchange format for differ-
ent workflow engines and as it supports 
arbitrary platforms, it provides a very gen-
eral view of processes. Unlike most of the 
other process description languages, it is 
also able to integrate manual tasks. Due 
to its resulting flexibility and extensibil-
ity it is therefore chosen as the basis for 
the enhanced approach as presented in 
section 4.

Another important requirement arises 
from the fact that mobile process execu-
tion always relies on contextual infor-
mation. Consequently, context modeling 
and context data acquisition are crucial for 
the respective concepts and system infra-
structure to be developed. Because mobile 
processes can involve different contexts 
which cannot be determined in advance, 
the context model has to be generic and 
application-independent. In order to 
enable the exchange of context informa-
tion, the relevant data has to be provided 
in a standardized way. Furthermore, ade-
quate techniques for context management 
and sharing, such as discovery, transfor-
mation, evaluation, and administration 
of context information, are required. To 

Tab. 1 Requirements catalogue and analysis of existing process description 
languages (Kunze et al. 2006, pp. 5–36)

  WS-BPEL WSCI  EbBPSS JPDL XPDL

Service composition + + + + +

Interactive and manual tasks – – – + +

Control flow + + + + +

Data flow + + + + +

Participants (users, roles) + + + + +

Specification of non-functional requirements – + + – –

Late binding / service discovery +/– + + + +

Distributed administration – +/– – – –

Error handling + + – – –

Scalability + – – + +

Extensibility for user-defined elements + + + + +

Security support – – + – –

Transaction support + + – – –

Audit trail – – + – +

Technology-independence – – – – +

Priority management – – – – +

Economic consumption of 
memory / computing power

– + – +/– +/–

Avoidance of communication overhead + + + +/– +/–

Connection management – – – – –

+: applicable +/-: in parts -: not applicable
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also ensure reusability and extensibility, 
the context model and the context man-
agement system should be conceptually 
decoupled. Finally, the entire context sys-
tem has to respect the constraints result-
ing from mobility, e. g. by notifying reg-
istered applications in case of specified 
changes, by allowing a deactivation of 
temporarily unused modules, or by pro-
viding custom filter mechanisms (Kunze 
et al. 2008, pp. 462–463).

Considering these requirements it can 
be derived that peer-to-peer and ad-hoc 
infrastructures of portable devices pro-
vide the most challenging environment 
for mobile applications. Consequently, 
systems which move at least important 
parts of the context computation into 
the supporting infrastructure – such as 
e. g. Solar (Chen and Kotz 2002, pp. 6–8) 
and Nexus (Dürr et al. 2004, pp. 15–18) 
– and relatively heavyweight ontological 
approaches – such as the Service-oriented 
Context-Aware Middleware (Gu et al. 
2004, pp. 2656–2660) or the Context Bro-
ker Architecture (Chen et al. 2003, pp. 183–
184) – are not suitable to fulfill the require-
ments for mobile context-based coopera-
tion. Other existing context management 
systems (e. g. the Hydrogen Framework 
(Hofer et al. 2003, pp. 292–302) or the Java 
Context Awareness Framework (Bardram 
2005, pp. 98–115)) have at least some defi-
ciencies w. r. t. a clear separation between 
context model and management system 
which influences their flexibility and scal-
ability. Furthermore, mechanisms to filter 
relevant context information or to realize 
extended overall context change notifica-
tion often remain unsupported (cp. Kunze 
et al. 2008, pp. 463–465). On the other 
hand, the idea to ensemble the context of 
an entity by federating local context clip-
pings of entities within a particular vicin-
ity as proposed in the Nexus project is very 
interesting. Furthermore, the abstract and 
generic definition of context and its data 
as used in the Context Toolkit (Salber et al. 
1999, pp. 434–441) turned out to be suit-
able for mostly a priori unknown demands 
of mobile processes. Therefore, both con-
cepts will be partly considered in the con-
ceptualization of context-based coopera-
tion which is presented in the following 
section.

4 Realizing context-based coo-
peration with mobile processes

Especially the close cooperation between 
process management and context infra-
structure to distribute and execute the 
mobile processes lead to the need of a 
specifically adjusted model and service 
architecture. To explicitly consider the 
presented requirements and observations, 
the resulting system infrastructure con-
sists of a process execution environment, 
a context management system, and a 
distributed registry for service discovery.

4.1 Describing and executing mobile 
processes: the process service

In order to overcome the deficiencies 
of existing approaches for describing 
mobile processes, a new concept of a 
process service was developed. It realizes 
the integration of process management 
into the architecture for context-based 
cooperation and is comprised of two 
parts: Process description and process 
execution. The first part is realized by 
an enhanced definition language to 
describe the mobile process as well as the 
user’s and application’s non-functional 
demands. Based on the decision for the 
meta-description language XPDL (cp. 
section 3) the DEMAC Process Description 
Language (DPDL) has been developed to 
define a sequence of activities and con-
straints for their execution. DPDL extends 
and thus inherits the structure and those 
constructs of XPDL which turned out 
to be suitable for describing mobile 
processes (cp. Fig. 5). Most importantly, 
DPDL allows for a distributed handling 
of the process over heterogeneous systems. 
Thus, an entire process may be passed on 
to another device to continue working on 
the processes’ tasks. Devices which are not 
capable of executing a particular task of 
the process can mark its latest execution 
state and search for other devices which 
can continue at the state reached so far. 
To make process descriptions as lean 
as possible and to achieve the required 
independence of technologies, DPDL 
allows specifying activities as abstract 
service classes. Within this concept, each 
specific functionality required to fulfill a 
specific task is determined by a short but 
significant identifier and the expected 
input and output parameters. A simplified 
example of such abstract representation is 
shown in Fig. 4. It contains the abstract 

representation of a short message service 
(SMS). The depicted UUID represents the 
Universally Unique Identifier, meaning 
this service will send a short text mes-
sage. The FormalParameters define the 
mode and data type of the expected input 
and output parameters, i. e. the receiver’s 
phone number and the message text as 
input parameters. The specified Ids are 
then used to refer to this functionality 
within the control flow, e. g. to avoid mul-
tiple specifications of the same service in 
case of the repeated use of an activity.

Depending on the capabilities of the 
mobile device that is currently responsible 
for the process, the abstract service iden-
tifier is resolved and mapped to accessi-
ble services. If, e. g., the mobile device sup-
ports the execution of Web Services, it may 
use suitable Web Service resources. If the 
mobile device uses other service invoca-
tion mechanisms, it is able to access other 
services providing the same functionality 
by using alternative protocols.

To narrow the selection of poten-
tially participating devices and services 
according to the user’s demands, the pro-
cess description may also contain a set of 
non-functional parameters (Strategies, cp. 
Fig. 5). Strategies can be bound to indi-
vidual activities or to the entire process. 
This way, the process service can ensure 
that only those services and devices are 
involved in the processes’ execution that 
meet the specified requirements of the ini-
tiator. Examples are the specification of 
cost restrictions for the execution of the 
overall process or the limitation of poten-
tial process participants to a predefined 
group, e. g. employees within the same 
company.

The second part of the process service 
is an execution engine which resolves and 
executes mobile processes. It can either 
invoke activities locally or delegate the 
execution to a remote process service. 
When delegating a process, the descrip-
tion and all necessary data is transferred 
to the remote unit by using a basic trans-
port infrastructure (cp. Kunze et al. 2006, 
p. 37). The execution of processes on 
mobile computing systems requires an 
efficient use of the available system mem-
ory. Therefore, the execution engine’s 
architecture provides the ability to cus-
tomize a compact kernel by plugging in 
functional modules to adapt to the capa-
bilities of the underlying device (Fig. 6): 
A core migration module provides basic 
functionality – such as receiving, stor-
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ing, and forwarding process descriptions. 

A more powerful control flow execution 
module is responsible for executing the 
tasks of the process. It uses the migration 
component to communicate with other 
devices and can be enhanced by further 
device-specific extension modules.

4.2 Context modeling and management: 
the context service

The context service collects and maintains 
all information about the environment 
of a device. It filters and partitions the 
information, providing only those data 
needed to support process execution 
and migration. These are, among others, 
information about reachable devices and 
their services, location parameters, and 
data about users and their respective iden-
tities. For acquiring context information, a 
federated approach is chosen: Every device 
provides only local context information 
– and the information of all devices in the 
environment is merged in order to obtain 
the overall context.

To realize this, the developed con-
text model (Fig. 7) provides standardized 
interfaces and formats to integrate differ-
ent context resources: An Entity represents 
a single object which can aggregate several 
Attributes to describe contextual informa-
tion on a higher level. This could be, e. g., a 
person with her location and activity – or a 
meeting combining a set of persons. On a 
higher level, the component DomainCon-
text represents a self-contained and spe-
cifically demarcated environment which 
holds a limited number of relevant enti-
ties. This classification has the advantage 
to serve as a filter mechanism in a way 
that in a given context only that informa-
tion is being selected which is relevant to 
the respective application. As a result, the 
number of context properties discovered 
and held by the mobile device is as small 
as possible and the amount of necessary 
information is customized to the partic-
ular environment of the application. The 
whole set of relevant Domain Contexts and 
information about the current domain is 
part of the Device Context which aggre-
gates all context data of a single mobile 
system. The overall context contains the 
Local Context and the Remote Context of 
foreign (but locally reachable) mobile sys-
tems. As a result of the generic model, 
the remote context can contain arbitrary 

Fig. 4 Example of an abstract service description in DPDL

Fig. 5 DPDL language elements (Kunze et al. 2006, p. 39)

Fig. 6 Mobile pro-
cess execution engi-
ne
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domains and entities, unaffected by the 
(limited) set of contextual information 
modeled within the local context.

Fig. 8 provides an overview of the inte-
gration of the presented context model 
into the coarse architecture of the con-
text service. The Raw Data Layer pro-
vides interfaces to physical sensors of the 
mobile device itself or to logical sensors 
based on (remote) services. These com-
ponents can be composed arbitrarily and 
can also change during runtime. Thus, the 

Service Management of the context layer is 
responsible for abstracting from these sin-
gle resources in order to overcome their 
heterogeneity. To achieve the required 
separation between context model and 
management, all middleware functions 
concerning the Context Management are 
realized by autonomous services. Exam-
ples are the RemoteContextService which 
manages the exchange of context infor-
mation between cooperating devices, the 
TransformationService which supports 

the conversion of contextual data values 
to equivalent formats, or the Notification-
Service which observes the local context 
model and the relevant context of remote 
systems in order to allow proactive actions 
through event notifications.

As the concept of context-based coop-
eration is heavily dependent on the will-
ingness of devices and users to cooperate, 
a very important aspect is the consider-
ation of privacy concerns. Therefore, the 
context model allows determining specif-
ically which pieces of information may be 
revealed to other participants and which 
conditions must be fulfilled to share func-
tionalities and resources. The specification 
of privacy requirements can be attached to 
the entities of the context model or to spe-
cific service instances. Fig. 9 shows one of 
several possibilities to restrict resources 
by the definition of a corresponding pri-
vacy scope. The integrated SecurityPriva-
cyService then checks whether a request-
ing device has the proper identity to access 
such constrained data or functionality.

The presented context management ser-
vices are also accessible by other compo-
nents of the middleware architecture, e. g. 
by the process service which uses the con-
text information in its execution strategies 
and decisions. Therefore, it is also possi-
ble to restrict the execution and migra-
tion of processes to specific participants, 
for example to employees within the same 
company or to paying customers only.

4.3 Service discovery and execution

As the type of services and applications 
provided in the environment cannot be 
determined at design time – but result 
from the available resources of the context 
during execution – the required activities 
within a mobile process are determined 
by abstract service classes to refer and 
identify applications and services in a 
technology-independent way (cp. section 
4.1). To find and resolve these services, 
the context service contains a distributed 
registry which uses peer-to-peer mecha-
nisms to obtain its knowledge. Therefore, 
each device holds a local service registry 
describing the functionalities provided 
by this node. Each time an activity has to 
be executed, a service query is initiated, 
containing information about the required 
functionality, about supported technolo-
gies and, optionally, a set of non-functional 
parameters from the process description. 
In case the local registry does not contain 

Fig. 7 Generic context model (Kunze et al. 2008, p. 467)

Fig. 8 Context management system (Kunze et al. 2008, p. 465)

Fig. 9 Exemplary 
definition of a priva-
cy scope
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an entry for a suitable service, the service 
query is passed to other devices. If at least 
one suitable service can be found, detailed 
information (such as their technology-
specific description) is returned to the 
requestor. Fig. 10 gives an overview of the 
corresponding architecture of the service 
management component together with 
the communication protocol to execute 
service queries remotely.

Once an adequate service has been 
found, its description is passed to the pro-
cess service which is then responsible for 
the execution. Depending on the spe-
cific technology, the service description 
is interpreted and processed. For exam-
ple, in case of invoking a Web Service or a 
Java RMI service, appropriate stub classes 
are generated and the (remote) service 
is finally called by invoking a respective 
adapter object with the arguments speci-
fied in the process description.

5 Challenges and 
enhancements for mobile 
process business appliances

The approach developed so far provides a 
conceptual basis for specifying complex 
tasks in terms of mobile processes in order 
to overcome the limitations of isolated 
mobile systems by using shared resources 
and making use of the heterogeneity of the 
mobile environment. Mobile processes 
can be executed and are able to migrate 
according to non-functional requirements 
of the mobile user and to the respective 
available context. However – mostly 
due to the peer-to-peer aspects of the 
approach – there are still open problems 
with supporting business activities by 
mobile processes. This section identifies 
potential challenges and discusses respec-
tive management function enhancements 
for mobile process business appliances.

Controllability and traceability
As mobile processes often leave the user’s 
sphere of control, there is no way to get 
information about their execution state or 
to influence a running process instance 
retroactively, e. g. for cancelling it. In 
addition, there is a need for transparency 
and traceability, e. g. logging for account-
ing purposes.

Recovery mechanisms
Especially if an executing device collapses 
permanently, there is a residual risk of 

losing the mobile process somewhere 
in the mobile vicinity. The provision of 
recovery mechanisms, such as generating 
controlled copies of the mobile process, 
increases the probability of a reliable 
process execution.

Transaction processing and compensation
In order to guarantee reliable and com-
plete process execution, parts of a process 

should not be processed while associated 
other process activities are not. Therefore, 
in case of failures, it may be necessary to 
compensate such activities which have 
already been carried out or to retry execut-
ing the failed task by other participants.

Security
Business activities often contain con-
fidential data and must therefore be 

Fig. 10 Distributed registry: Answering a service query

Fig. 11 Mobile process lifecycle management
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protected against unauthorized access 
and manipulation. If the mobile process 
migrates to other network participants, 
their respective identities may have to be 
verified and data transfer must allow for 
encryption and integrity checking.

Performance
Due to the fact that migration concentrates 
on the processes’ next activity only, the 
path actually taken by the mobile process 
might be suboptimal. Furthermore, the 
workload of single participants remains 
unconsidered, so, e. g., an important 

mobile process may have to wait until prior 
tasks have been finished.

5.1 Advanced process management

In order to fulfill controllability, trace-
ability, recovery, and performance 
requirements, an advanced lifecycle man-
agement of distributed processes has been 
elaborated. While lifecycles of traditional 
(business) processes are characterized by 
rather isolated phases, the dynamism of 
the mobile environment and the distribu-
tion of resources require interconnecting 

the lifecycle phases of such processes for 
data acquisition and flexible reactions at 
any time. Furthermore, as devices already 
cooperate in order to execute a common 
task by migrating processes, they should 
also cooperate for allowing a decentralized 
management of these processes.

Based on these observations, the result-
ing lifecycle for managing mobile pro-
cesses is depicted in Fig. 11. At design-time 
(i. e. in the modeling phase), general man-
agement rules which should be enforced by 
all participating devices are specified and 
attached to the process description. When 
the process is deployed and invoked, these 
rules become active and influence the way 
the (mobile) process is handled by its exec-
utors.

The first phase actually contributing 
to this decentralized management is the 
phase of distribution. Within this step, the 
upcoming task is assigned to a (mobile) 
participant responsible for its execution. 
Depending on the devices’ capabilities, the 
dynamism of the network and the com-
plexity of the control f low, also process 
participants for follow-up activities can be 
predetermined. To realize this, the process 
description is analyzed and requirements 
of upcoming activities are compared to the 
current context data. The result is a pro-
posal for a temporarily optimal execu-
tion strategy, involving migration to other 
devices based on their local and remote 
context. Thus, dead-end situations and 
unnecessary migrations can be avoided 
(e. g. executing the next three activities at 
the same device instead of migrating the 
process three times to execute the activi-
ties individually).

The next step contains the binding of 
the selected participant. This can either 
be the assignment of a specific activity or 
the migration and execution of the entire 
process. To increase performance, it is also 
possible to reserve execution time prior 
to the actual invocation, so the required 
resources can be allocated in advance. 
For example, the devices participating 
along the calculated migration path can 
be bound at the time of their selection and 
invoked later. Nevertheless, if the environ-
ment changes and the determined path 
becomes invalid, the reservations have to 
be cancelled and the migration path has to 
be recalculated – which means the lifecycle 
has to be rolled back to the phase of distri-
bution for the remaining activities.

The execution phase takes care of the 
proper processing of activities. There-

Fig. 12 Sequence 
transaction

Fig. 14 Structure of 
unsecured and se-
cured message ex-
change

Fig. 13 Join transac-
tion
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fore, the decentralized management sys-
tem is responsible for monitoring, logging 
and recovery of mobile processes. While 
the original process remains untouched, 
a partial or entire copy containing the 
required status information is sent to the 
cooperating managing network, allowing 
customized access to this process instance. 
Furthermore, logging and result data can 
be collected and returned to a specified 
participant directly or by migration. If 
the executing device itself collapses per-
manently and therefore fails to execute 
the process before a specified deadline, a 
backup device can carry on using the copy 
from its last checkpoint. Thus, execution is 
again interconnected with the distribution 
phase in order to make a new assignment 
where required.

The last phase of the process lifecycle 
contains an optionally post-mortem anal-
ysis of single activities or of the entire pro-
cess, e. g. to integrate a target-performance 
comparison or to gather information about 
process participants if necessary. The 
information gathered by such analysis can 
serve as valuable input for future assign-
ment decisions. Furthermore, the results 
of this analysis can take effect on the pro-
cess template, e. g. to improve it for future 
applications.

5.2 Transaction processing

As a mobile process may span several 
devices and the execution of an upcoming 
activity may depend on these prerequi-
sites, it is – in most cases – not possible 
to temporarily lock the effects of a prior 
activity in order to ensure transactional 
behaviour following the ACID concept 
(cp. Elmasri and Navathe 2004). Therefore, 
transaction handling for mobile processes 
concentrates on so-called long running 
transactions and in particular on the work-
f low-specific concept of compensation 
spheres as introduced by Leymann and 
Roller (2000, pp. 259–274). A traditional 
compensation sphere is a collection of 
activities specifying pieces of work which 
are tightly related. If any of these activi-
ties has not been performed correctly, all 
other activities that have already been 
performed must be compensated by a set 
of counterpart activities.

The compensation sphere concept for 
mobile processes consists of Sequence- 
and Join Transactions. Sequence Trans-
actions (Fig. 12) can be applied to control 
f low structures without parallel execu-

Fig. 15 Results of the experimental evaluation (Kunze et al. 2008, p. 469)

Fig. 16 Transport logistic network
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tion. To allow adequate backward recov-
ery mechanisms, all initial and interme-
diary data accumulated during execu-
tion has to be recorded in a log file. This 
involves data about migration partners as 
well as executed services in order to enable 
a proper compensation in case of failure. 
On the other hand, Join Transactions sup-
port parallel execution paths (Fig. 13), 
making use of the fact that parallel paths of 
mobile processes can be joined at a deter-
mined synchronization point. There-
fore, the results of single execution paths 
finally reach the synchronization point 
and allow for a decision about the neces-
sity of compensating one or more paths. 
As Sequence and Join Transactions can be 
mixed, even complex transactional struc-
tures can be represented by such compen-
sation spheres. Furthermore, the propaga-
tion of interim results also allows forward 
recovery, avoiding loss of work already 
(partially) performed.

5.3 Security

To realize secure communication between 
two collaborating systems, the messag-
ing layer of the middleware includes an 
(optional) security component which 
provides mechanisms for so called end-to-
end security (as e. g. proposed in the Web 
Service Security specification by Nadalin 
et al. 2006). End-to-end message level 
security is established when a message 
that traverses multiple stationary and 
mobile devices is secure over its full route 
− although intermediaries without secu-
rity support may potentially participate 
in the exchange of secure messages. The 
structure of such a message is depicted in 
Fig. 14. The unsecured transport message 
contains the mandatory elements for the 
sender, the receiver and the payload con-
tainer. It is extended to include the type of 
encryption algorithm used to encrypt the 
payload data, the key information for sym-
metric decryption and a digital signature 
of the sender. As the resulting secured 
transport message provides the original 

routing elements in an unencrypted way, 
the message can still be delivered.

The encryption procedure itself is hybrid, 
i. e. it uses symmetrical as well as asymmet-
rical algorithms. Because asymmetrical 
encryption methods are more complex than 
symmetrical ones, only the key required for 
decrypting the symmetrical encoded pay-
load is encrypted with the more complex 
public key method. This relieves less pow-
erful mobile devices from complex compu-
tations needed to encrypt and decrypt large 
payload data. However, the specific type of 
algorithm can be chosen due to individual 
security policies, providing extensibility 
also for future algorithms.

To protect the distributed execution of 
a mobile process, the initiating user can 
thus define a set of non-functional cri-
teria, specifying, for example, the kind 
of encryption algorithm, and attach it to 
the process. End-to-end message security 
therefore allows the mobile process to be 
migrated until an authorized participant 
is found and ensures integrity and confi-
dentiality of messages even through unau-
thorized intermediaries.

6 Experimental and 
scenario-based evaluation

In order to evaluate the applicability of the 
generic context model and management 
system as proposed above, a prototype 
implementation of the presented com-
ponents has been realized (cp. Kunze et 
al. 2008, pp. 467–469). In order to verify 
the assumptions introduced in section 
2, the evaluation includes an experiment 
to determine the probability of success-
ful execution. The environment for the 
experimental series consists of a simple 
process with one single activity, six hetero-
geneous devices with two devices having 
the capability to execute the processes’ 
activity, and four devices unable to do so. 
Because sender and receiver of the mobile 
process cannot be the same, there are 5 
possibilities for each process to migrate 
from one device to another. This leads to 
an execution probability of p = 40 % within 
the entire system. To test the behavior of 
the prototype under load, several test runs 
were carried out, each including 100 pro-
cesses. Fig. 15 shows the average number of 
hops resulting from migrations necessary 
to execute the process successfully com-
pared to the expected analytical value. The 
analysis of the experiments further shows 

Fig. 17 Mobile process example
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that only a few hops suffice to increase the 
probability of successful execution to levels 
more than twice as high. The estimated 
probability and the applicability of the 
presented concept can therefore also be 
confirmed by practical experimentation.

To test the applicability of the developed 
concepts, also a complementary, scenario-
based evaluation was carried out cover-
ing selected optional components of the 
mobile process management system (i. e. 
transactions, security and mobile process 
management). Experiences and observa-
tions reported are based on applying the 
prototype to a use case from the area of 
transport logistics as introduced in sec-
tion 1. Fig. 16 shows the exemplary net-
work infrastructure of a trans-shipment 
centre for container traffic, where a freezer 
container is monitored by a wireless sen-
sor. In case of a malfunction of the cool-
ing system, the wireless sensor instanti-
ates a predefined mobile process template 
which specifies reactions to the detected 
situation. The resulting process instance is 
depicted in Fig. 17, showing a selected set 
of abstract activities and their input/out-
put data: First, the current position of the 
container has to be acquired (Get Position). 
Second, the estimated time of arrival has to 
be calculated in order to decide whether the 
cargo will thaw until the container arrives 
(Calculate Time of Arrival). If the time 
until arrival is considered too long (Time 
>X), the container must be redirected, e. g. 
to a cold storage (Redirect Container). Fur-
thermore, a message has to be generated to 
inform maintenance support where to find 
the defect container (Send Message). The 
last two activities of the process are real-
ized as a transaction because the engineer 
will probably not be able to find the con-
tainer without knowledge about its new 
destination. Therefore, the redirection has 
to be undone if the message cannot be sent 
within a specified deadline. Furthermore, 
the message’s information must be trans-
ferred encrypted – which is attached as a 
non-functional requirement.

Due to performance restrictions, the 
wireless sensor is not able to execute the 
process itself. As the process will there-
fore leave the sensor’s sphere of control, it 
attaches a management descriptor which 
holds rules about its recovery, monitor-
ing and logging requirements. In this use 
case, the management descriptor specifies 
that process execution should be moni-
tored by a backup-device and that, in any 
case of irregularity, the process should 

be restarted by this device. Furthermore, 
process participants, failing devices and 
recovery actions should be logged and fail-
ing devices should be excluded from fur-
ther process execution. If applicable, a con-
text-based look-ahead procedure should be 
used to find the most appropriate migra-
tion path in order to avoid unnecessary 
migrations.

A possible execution path of the mobile 
process is shown by the numbered arrows 
in Fig. 16. The wireless sensor is not able 
to calculate a temporarily optimal execu-
tion strategy for the process. Therefore, it 
migrates the process to an arbitrary other 
device in its communication range, in this 
case to wireless Controller A (step 1). But 
Controller A has a malfunction and is not 
able to call any other service to execute the 
process. A timeout indicates its failure and 
the process is restarted. As this incident is 
also logged, the failing device is avoided 
during upcoming migrations and, conse-
quently, in the second attempt Controller 
B is selected (step 2). As this controller is 
a stationary and quite powerful device, it 
is able to call a nearby GPS service to col-
lect data about its current position as well 
as to calculate the estimated time to arrive 
at the container’s destination (steps 3 and 
4). Furthermore, it can decide about the 
necessity of redirection and uses its own 
local service to unload the container. How-
ever, as it is not connected to the Internet, 
it has to use an intermediary device to call 
an appropriate e-mail service. The mes-
sage is therefore encrypted as described 
in section 5.3. Furthermore, as the use of 
the network (e. g. UMTS) causes telephone 
charges, participant and payment details 
can be logged to the mobile process and 
can be refunded later.

7 Conclusion and future research

Although prices for computer hardware 
are constantly decreasing, the cost-value 
ratio of many mobile devices for execut-
ing highly individual applications is still 
insufficient for many advanced business 
applications. Therefore, the concept of 
mobile processes has been introduced 
which helps to combine both mobile and 
stationary resources whenever possible. 
Context-based cooperation enables struc-
tured ad-hoc applications by integrating 
arbitrary services, devices, and users in 
mobile processes taking advantage of 
their combined capabilities. The sup-
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porting middleware infrastructure is 
based on a context management system 
and a process execution environment to 
define a sequence of tasks which can be 
executed in a distributed way by (possibly) 
migrating processes to other mobile or 
stationary devices. Such a strategy makes 
accessible resources in the mobile environ-
ment available for individual applications 
and, therefore, increases the execution 
probability of tasks which could not be 
executed on a single mobile system with 
static resources only.

For applications of mobile processes to 
more sensitive business use cases, specific 
reliability and controllability requirements 
have been identified and, accordingly, 
important enhancements for the mobile 
process management as well as for trans-
action handling and security mechanisms 
have been proposed. Therefore, within the 
boundaries of a certain business domain 
(e. g. within a company or an affiliated 
group), mobile processes provide reliable 
and secure ways to enhance mobile coop-
erative applications. Nevertheless, in cur-
rent open system infrastructures, a compo-
nent’s willingness for additional trust and 
cooperation efforts might still be low with-
out an additional (e. g. economic) stimulus. 
Therefore, future work in this area has to 
include, e. g., an accounting mechanism as 
a basis for compensating third party users 
for providing resources or for participat-
ing in the execution of foreign processes, 
making also global cooperation scenarios 
crossing multiple business domains more 
profitable.
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